WHERE TO STAY

BUZZY BEACH RETREAT

THE MARLY, CAMPS BAY
The name invokes the spirit of a 17th-century estate frequented by Louis XIV, which might seem
odd for a beach hideaway in South Africa; but the French-infected design works, thanks in part to the
fact that it’s ofset by a grey-on-white palette, contemporary chaises longues, and decks with views of
the Atlantic or Lion’s Head mountain that plonk it frmly in the here-and-now. Camps Bay is like Miami’s
South Beach on a more manageable scale, a buzzy seaside stretch of restaurants and bars. The Marly
is in the same building as three of the city’s best places to eat: Umi for sashimi, Zenzero for Italian, and
Paranga for seafood or steaks. For breakfast, join locals at the new La Belle Bistro & Bakery for ricotta
hotcakes with honeycomb butter. When you’re done sunning and partying, ask a butler to draw you a
citron, key lime and ginger bath and soak with a glass of bubbly. It’s that kind of place. SARAH KHAN
www.themarly.co.za. Doubles from about £165

£100

CHIC PARTY HIDEAWAY

LA GRENADINE, GARDENS
Parisian owners Mélodie and Maxime Deluc met and
fell in love in Africa. Here they’ve created a Gallic Eden
in a restored, 200-year-old house. Although it’s handy
for all the busy restaurants and bars on hip Kloof Street,
once through the gates you’re transported to a calming,
sun-dappled garden shaded with avocado, guava,
lemon and pomegranate trees and a hammock swaying
in the breeze. The creative couple – she’s an actress,
he’s a model, they both give tango lessons – have poured
a tremendous amount of love into the place, and it
shows: badminton rackets have been repurposed as
mirrors; antique Singer sewing-machine stands now
serve as bistro tables; a row of cinema seats lines a wall
in the sitting room; iron keys dangling from the ceilings
act as light switches; and a delicious breakfast of fresh
baguettes, croissants and homemade jams is served on
Mélodie’s collection of 19th-century porcelain. The
couple host parties and photo shoots at the house, but
on quieter evenings there’s a selection of records to
choose from for the turntable behind the vintage bar. SK
www.lagrenadine.co.za. Doubles from about £65
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